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Collaboration
Made Easy
Get a razor sharp productivity tool for SharePoint.
File sharing, collaboration, and social interaction
made easy, mobile and effortless.

With SimplySo, employees will have a much easier time creating
and joining workgroups, engaging in discussions, uploading photos
and files, searching for content and much more. All of this without
ever removing data from the safe environment of SharePoint.

-- No implementation

SimplySo consumer-izes the user experience of SharePoint,
making it as easy to use as any social network – no matter which
platform or device used. The responsive and intuitive design
of SimplySo lets users focus on what matters most - getting
work done regardless if their favorite device is a PC, tablet or
smartphone.

-- No maintenance
-- No local updates

Poor user interface often leads to low adoption rates and the tool being under-utilized.
SharePoint

SimplySo for Office 365

Platform suite of features and services that are coupled
together to offer a business solution to the end customer.
However, the user journey/experience with some of the
core functions around document management and content
management are not particular easy to use, especially
when compared with social media sites.

Built as a website that sits on Azure, SimplySo connects
online and places the easy to navigate layout in front of the
user – making it easy to display information without having
to move and host the data within SimplySo.

When using OneDrive for Business, Delve, Email, Calendar,
Newsfeed and SharePoint within Office 365, the user
experiences the siloes of information stored within Office
365. This user experience becomes a pain point for
adopting Office 365 completely, forcing 3rd party sites
such as Dropbox to be adopted.

SimplySo is a transparent solution, meaning it displays and
secures access to shared documents/libraries while taking
advantage of smart features from SharePoint, OneDrive
for Business, Delve, Email, Calendar and Newsfeed – in a
single user interface.

Simple is one thing SharePoint definitely is not.

SimplySo makes it easy to collaborate.
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SimplySo versus Microsoft Teams: What’s the difference?
Microsoft Teams - like Groups and Yammer – is a vertical
solution. Microsoft Teams gives the user an enhanced
Skype experience, with the possibility to do group
conversations and include documents, etc. – like Microsoft
Groups and IM. And because Office 365 offerings are
siloed, the user will find it hard to navigate between team
sites and functions to complete the everyday task.

SimplySo is a horizontal solution. This means that it works
across many office 365 tiles in order to get everyday tasks
done. Office 365 comes with a lot of complexities and
it’s almost unusable out of the box, for the average user.
SimplySo takes the most used functionalities within Office
365 and combines it into a simpler user interface. Doing so
the user doesn’t have to switch between tiles.
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